Touchscreen mobile devices can afford rich interaction behaviors but they are complex to model. Scrollable twodimensional grids are a common user interface on mobile devices that allow users to access a large number of items on a small screen by direct touch. By analyzing touch input and eye gaze of users during grid interaction, we reveal how multiple performance components come into play in such a task, including navigation, visual search and pointing. These findings inspired us to design a novel predictive model that combines these components for modeling grid tasks. We realized these model components by employing both traditional analytical methods and data-driven machine learning approaches. In addition to showing high accuracy achieved by our model in predicting human performance on a test dataset, we demonstrate how such a model can lead to a significant reduction in interaction time when used in a predictive user interface.
INTRODUCTION
Touchscreen smartphones have become the predominant computing devices today, with rich user experience afforded by direct touch and high mobility of these devices. However, interaction behaviors on these small-form factor devices are difficult to analyze and model. Studying and modeling these behaviors allow us to better understand how users behave and to establish a computational basis for optimizing user interfaces. User performance modeling is a core foundation of HCI. For example, researchers have explored fundamental models for pointing [26] , steering [2] , menus [19] , and visual However, the majority of prior modeling work focused on desktop computers, leaving mobile devices surprisingly underexplored despite their large adoption into everyday life. For instance, menu selection is an important interaction task that has been extensively studied for a desktop environment [7, 12, 15, 19, 25] . While prior models may be adapted to a mobile context [9] , mobile device provide dramatically different interaction affordances. A desktop menu can show all of its items at once that might only occupy a small part of a large monitor screen. In contrast, a mobile menu can only show a fraction of its items while consuming the entire mobile screen. In addition, mobile devices allows direct touch input, which contrasts cursor movements in desktop menus.
In this work, we focus on a scrollable two-dimensional grid UI, a common interface on touchscreen mobile devices for presenting a large number of items on a small-form factor device, e.g., organizing apps in a launcher or photos in a gallery. The task itself, which is to find and select an item by a tap, is rather simple to the user. However, modeling this behavior is highly complex, which involves performance components such as navigation, visual search, pointing and learning, as well as the interplay among them. While many existing theories and findings are relevant, there lacks a holistic understanding about user behaviors and performance for interaction with a grid interface and a computational model for capturing many nuances when using a touchscreen smartphone.
To better understand factors that might be relevant, we first present an analysis of a 20-user study of mobile grid interfaces. The study reveals how components such as learning, navigation, visual search and pointing affect the user's performance in response to varying grid sizes and trial repetitions. The analysis resulted in novel findings about mobile grids. For example, users switch between two navigation strategies. Users become faster over time by optimizing gesture operation and visual search. We also discovered how human performance depends on row regions of a grid.
Based on the findings from the study, we propose a predictive model for human performance in a grid task. A unique aspect that our model captures is the probabilistic determination of user navigation strategy, as users decide between starting at the top or bottom of the grid. Conditioned on the strategy, the cost of navigation is linear with the row position of the target item. Once the viewport is set, users visually search across columns, and point and touch the target. Because after scrolling the target's on-screen position for computing pointing cost is unknown, we combine Fitts' law cost with a probability distribution of position across the screen, by learning from the data. Initial evaluation based on how well our model predicts human performance on a test dataset shows promising results on predictive quality. Our paper offers the following contributions:
• Discovered novel findings about user behaviors on scrollable grid interfaces by conducting a user study on touchscreen mobile devices.
• Proposed and evaluated a predictive model for human performance that brings together new empirical findings, existing theories and machine learning methods, which adds to the knowledge of task modeling for mobile interfaces.
• Demonstrated how a performance model can be used for utility-based UI optimization via a theoretical simulation involving factors such as task distribution and complexity and prediction quality.
RELATED WORK
Models of menu performance can be divided into two categories: simulation and mathematical models [6, 7] . Simulation models consider visual search as a main component to explain the factors that influence human performance. Simulation models include EPIC [24] and ACT-R/PM [12] , which are based on a production-rule architecture, and differ in how visual search is conducted. EPIC is based on serial and parallel visual processing of menu items; ACT-R/PM is based on top-to-bottom visual search and considers coordinated perception, action and cognition. These models provide an overlying theory for visual search behaviors, but do not fit well to icon search [20] , and may not characterize well user behavior [13] .
Mathematical models are based on non-linear regression equations to predict total selection time as a function of task and user characteristics. They incorporate findings from studies that found menu selection depending on factors such as menu length (a longer menu requires more time [30] ), organization (e.g., alphabetic order is faster than random order [15, 27, 28] ), target position (targets at a top area are easier to reach than the rest in the menu [13] ), and practice (faster with practice [19] ).
For example, Cockburn et al. introduce the SDP model that predicts selection time with three components: visual search, decision, and pointing, which are modeled by a linear function with the item number, the Hick-Hymen Law [21] , and Fitts' Law [26] , respectively. SDP also accounts for the transition from novice to expert users by applying an expertise factor that modulates based on the amount of prior experience with the target. Bailly et al. predict menu performance by a probability density distribution of the user's gaze across the UI [7] . Their model includes serial and directed visual search, and with practice a user transitions from the former to the latter behavior that improves selection time. This phenomenon is due to the user being able to remember the spatially stable target positions and directly glance at them [37] .
Scrolling navigation is another aspect commonly found in menus, particularly on mobile devices with small screens. Scrolling navigation affects performance due to the need to actuate scrolling manually and the involvement of the perceptual, cognitive and motor resources [39] . Researchers explored models of scrolling, proposing a linear function of distance to the target when the target is unknown [4] and logarithmic otherwise [22] as confirmed in Cockburn and Gutwin's studies [17] . In the latter work, they also extend SDP with a scrolling component by iterative reapplication of search, decision, and pointing tasks. However, some of the assumptions do not hold for mobile interfaces, e.g., users do not scroll via a scrollbar or always navigate top down.
In general, navigation tasks can be divided into the two stages: navigation and pointing [16, 33] . Because after navigation the starting position for pointing is unknown, the spread of end points can be modeled with a Normal distribution [14] . Researchers have proposed scrolling models that include multiple stages (for each scroll action) on indirect input devices [16] and for absolute rate-based scrolling on large touchscreens [40] . Our work adds to the knowledge of accelerated scrolling behaviors [32] by studying direct touch-based grid navigation.
Several previous efforts have studied grid UIs. Cockburn and Gutwin explored the CIM model for constrained interfaces such as grids [18] . However, the grid in their work is operated by buttons to control a cursor, instead of using direct touch. Overall, while previous work has studied many performance building blocks, our work differs in that we focus on mobile grids by combining multiple performance components and addressing specificity of touchscreen mobile devices. This is challenging due to the interplay between these components and increased uncertainty in user behaviors. In the following, we provide an in-depth study of an mobile grid interface to gain a fresh view on the subject, and discuss new findings.
USER STUDY
We conducted a study to investigate how users find and select targets from a grid UI that involves a large number of items.
From the study, we intend to better understand factors that influence the user's behavior, which eventually inform our design of a predictive model for human performance.
Grid Selection Tasks
In this study, a grid interface shows a collection of mobile app icons in a two dimensional, row by column organization. A selection task involves 1-DOF vertical scrolling and tapping to select that users commonly perform on touchscreen mobile devices. If the target is within the initial (top) viewport, a user can directly tap on it without scrolling.
We implemented the study software based on Android in Java using the default gesture behavior that includes flick-down to the end. Graphical design such as the item size was adapted from the Android App Launcher. Irrelevant UI elements such as system notification bars or navigation buttons were hidden to avoid distractions, which provides the full screen for the grid UI. Depending on the viewport position, there are 6-7 rows of the grid visible to the user at a time (Figure 1b) . After selecting an app icon, its background flashes in either green or red to indicate a correct or wrong selection to the user. 
Study Design
We employed a within-subject repeated measures study design.
The main condition is Gridlength as the number of rows in the grid, varied among 12, 18, 24, and 30 rows with a counterbalanced order. With the fixed number of columns 5, there are 60, 90, 120, and 150 items in these grids, which resemble realistic scenarios of grid UIs, e.g., there are often 80-100 apps on average in an app launcher [11, 38] . We select the items for each grid randomly from the top 420 apps of the Android Play Store in July 2017, and ensure each app is used at most once for each user to eliminate potential carry over effects.
We used 8 blocks per gridlength to investigate learning effects. Each Length×Block condition consists of 15 trials (order randomized). We ensured at least one trial for every second row to cover the whole menu length in each block. For example, for gridlength=30 rows, users select one target every second row. For gridlength=12, six targets were fixed and remaining targets randomly added to reach 15. The column position was randomly selected from a uniform distribution. The same set of targets are used across blocks for a gridlength. Figure 1 shows the setup and a user during the study.
We used a Tobii Glasses 2 eye tracker to collect gaze data, running at max. 100Hz. The tracker provides a live video feed of the user's view and gaze during the study for observation and post-hoc video analysis. The tracker gets calibrated with a 1-point calibration, conducted at the beginning of the study.
It was repeated when a custom-build 9-point accuracy test visibly showed a poor calibration on the live gaze video feed. On average, the accuracy was 1.8 • visual angle (SD=3.2 • ), or 259px (SD=446px) considering an average eyes-to-display distance of 40 cm. 4 users had to be excluded from gaze analysis as the tracker software reported invalid trials, otherwise a valid gaze sample rate of 94.7% was reported. We consider the data as not qualified for research on fixation level but sufficient for sampled analysis across display areas.
Users were first briefed and filled out a consent and a demographic form. Then the eye tracker was worn and calibrated.
Users were introduced to the study application, UI aspects such as scrolling direction and alphabetical sorting, and the task goal (to be fast and error free). No training was conducted as users were intuitively familiar with the basic task and UI. Next, users started the experiment that is a sequence of 32 blocks. A break followed after each block with at least 10 seconds enforced by the study tool. Users were free to take longer a break but typically started immediately after the 10 seconds. Before each trial, the application icon and name were shown for the user to memorize.
Data Preprocessing and Statistical Method
Click error rate (wrong target selected) was low at 2%. For the subsequent analysis, we exclude all click errors and outliers (time > 3 SDs from the mean). With this criteria, 3.7% (358/9600) of trials were excluded. For statistical analysis, we employ independent ANOVA tests with Greenhouse Geisser and Bonferroni correction using SPSS's General Linear Model/Repeated Measures. Error bars in the figures are 95% CI and correspond to the statistical analysis.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We first examine the overall aspects of grid tasks: learning effect and performance with each grid length. We then analyze the three performance components of a grid task: navigation, visual search, and pointing.
Learning and Menu Performance
User expertise increases with training ( Figure 2a) . A main effect was found with task completion time × Block (F 2.6 49.9 =192.8, p<.0001). Time decreases with an increasing amount of blocks, showing that users learn and become faster over time. All pairwise comparisons were significant (p<.006) except for comparisons between block 5-6, 6-7, 6-8, and 7-8 (p>.05). In Figure 2a , results indicate that learning converges after 5-6 repetitions. The learning curve depicts a negative exponential decrease, aligning with prior menu studies [7, 19] , to model with the power law of practice [29] . Same target positions in a longer grid need more time ( Figure  2b , Green). We investigated Nilsen's menu length effect [30] replicated in Bailly et al.'s study [7] , where same target positions require more time when the menu is longer. As data, we selected the first 12 rows that are shared by all menu lengths. A main effect on task completion time × Length was significant (F 3 57 =5.2, p<.004). Pairs 12-row vs. 18-row (p=.03) and 12-row vs. 30-row (p=.001) were significantly different. Figure 2b shows the times, indicating longer grids need more time than the 12-row one, but the effect diminishes when tasks involve scrolling navigation over larger grids.
Navigation
There can be no navigation at all when the target lies within the initial viewport position. In all other cases, however, navigation takes up the major portion of a grid task, involving visual and cognitive processes in coordination with the user's precise manual scrolling activities. We first provide information about learning scrolling, and then inspect grid position effects.
Learning Gestural Navigation (Figure 3) The statistical analysis of Block showed that users become faster over time. We investigated how users navigate faster with an analysis of the amount of gestures involved, start time, speed, and duration. For statistical analysis, we computed the average for each condition (Gridlength×Block). Note that the analysis of the gesture amount and start time is based on all the trials, while gesture speed and duration analysis only uses trials in which users scrolled. If a trial had multiple scroll gestures, their average was used. This led to the following findings that characterize how users optimize their manual touch interactions, and partially explain the user's learning effect. Over time, users:
• performed less gestures (F 
Grid Position Effect
To inspect the effect of position on navigation, we first look at the task completion time across row and column dimensions of the grid. We select the data based on the respective dimensions. For rows, we limit the analysis to every second row to cover an equal range across rows.
Task completion time×column is shown in Figure 4a , and did not reveal statistically significant differences (F 4 76 =.8, p=.5). This is expected as the column size is fixed, and users navigate across rows, although there seems to be slight tendency towards the center rows. 84 =52.4, p<.0001). The curves show navigation is neither linear nor logarithmic as reported in previous scrolling studies [4, 22] . In particular, task completion time initially increases with row, but also steadily decreases towards the end. This is similar to Bailly et al.'s last item effect finding [7] : the last items show decreasing times. However, their menu was a linear, non-scrollable desktop menu, while our grid task includes navigation as a major task component.
Two strategies ( Figure 5 ). We hypothesize that navigation strategy is the main reason for the decrease of the time required, in particular the following two strategies (% show frequencies):
1. Top-down (80.2%): The user navigates from the top of the grid continuously downwards, until the target is found. 2. Bottom-up (19.8%): The user performs a flick gesture to scroll to the bottom of the grid. Then, the user navigates up and selects the target.
We split the data by the two strategies to detail this issue. We analyzed scrolling gestures of the users based on a simplified condition. If the user's first scroll gesture led to reaching the bottom of the grid, we label the trial as bottom-up strategy, otherwise as top-down. This way, overall the bottom-up strategy was used 19.8% in the study. Notably, 12.6% of the bottomup trials included upward scrolling after the bottom reach (across all trials: 2.5%). One can see in Figure 5 that with both strategies, time increases approximately linear with row (decreasing for bottom-up), and the 30-row condition shows signs of logarithmic increase. In essence, the bottom-up strategy resembles the inverse of the top-down strategy plus initial scroll-down gesture. The average of both strategies explains the increasing/decreasing slopes displayed in Figure 4b . The first letter of the target name affects strategy usage ( Figure  6a ). The first letter of the target item name is an important clue for the user to guess where the item is roughly located in an alphabetically sorted grid and thus decide which strategy to use. Figure 6a shows that as the initial letter is positioned towards the end of the alphabet, the user tends to use the bottom-up strategy more often. For most letters, users went for the top-down strategy. The relationship between initial letters and strategy usages approximates a sigmoidal curve. Experience increases the bottom-up strategy use (Figure 6c) . Users employ the bottom-up strategy slightly more often with increasing Block (F 7 133 =9.4, p<.0001). Pairwise comparisons show the first block is significantly different to blocks 3-7 (p<.008). This is because in the first block the user is not aware of the grid structure, thus cannot efficiently utilize the strategy-however this changes with experience.
Shorter grid length encourages the bottom-up strategy use (Figure 6d ). We found a significant effect of grid lengths on strategy usage (F 3 57 =4.2, p=.01). Only pair 12-row vs. 30-row was significantly different (p=.04), indicating that the short 12-row grid leads to a more frequent bottom-up strategy use. This is probably due to the 12-row grid allowing to view the second half of all items when scrolling to the bottom.
Visual Search
Visual search can play a major part in menu performance [13] , which users can optimize with increasing knowledge about the spatially consistent menu parts [23, 35] . The grid UI includes spatial consistency (e.g., columns) and inconsistency (the absolute row position of a target changes after scrolling). We analyze user gaze frequency that reflect visual search effort for both dimensions.
Columns: users tend to look at the middle ( Figure 7) . We analyzed gaze frequencies per column across blocks are shown for all trials (a) and, as an example, for trials where the target was in column 0 (b). The distribution of each block is represented in a different color. (a) shows that gaze points mostly lie within the center column, and linearly decreases towards the sides, aligning with the tendency of task completion time decreases as the column position is towards the center. With increasing blocks, users spent less time looking at the middle and more time at the sides. Thus, users may memorize the column position of a target item and direct their gaze more equally to the target. (b) shows how the gaze frequencies per column change over time. Initially, about 20% gaze data were on the target column, but with training it increases to about 60%, and frequency of other columns gradually decreases. Rows: gaze is more frequent at initial and final (target's) rows ( Figure 8 ). As the rows are spatially inconsistent, we plot gaze distribution task-specific similar to Figure 7b . It shows that there are typically two larger areas users gaze at (and visually perceive), the initial viewport area (rows 0-6) also known as the pre-gaze search [7] , and the target row area. For example, when the target is at row 18, the second peak of gaze samples is found in an area around this position. This reaffirms Bailly et al.'s ideas, as after users navigate to an area including the In the following, we regard gaze-to-target distance, a metric used to understand visual behavior for goal-oriented tasks [10, 31, 36] . We treat the horizontal and vertical gaze-to-target distance separately to investigate column and row, respectively. The horizontal distance is the distance of gaze X and target X coordinate. For vertical distance, target Y is not given as it changes at scroll, so we use the Y coordinate of the target after the user's last scroll gesture. For each block×grid condition, we average all trials' averaged distances.
With a shorter grid row length, users look more to the target row ( Figure 9a ). Grid length significantly affected the vertical gaze-to-target distance (F (Fig. 2a) and scrolling gestures (Fig. 3) . The horizontal is visibly closer to the target than the vertical, aligning with the prior result on gaze frequency.
Users look closer when rows are at top (Figure 9c ). We split gaze-to-target distance by row areas to further explore the disparity of the Y-to the X-distance. We see for the first fixed 6 rows, Y-distance approximates X-distance, but increases with the rows that require scrolling. Users optimize their visual search for the columns, but not for rows except those at the top of the grid, as they are spatially consistent (in the absolute screen coordinate) with the initial viewport position. 
Pointing
The pointing sub task can be considered to be well modeled by Fitts' Law as shown in previous work [9] . The main input parameters are the width of the target and the distance from the starting position of the finger to the target position. The former is constant in a grid, as item size. The latter poses two challenges. The starting position of the finger [40] and and the absolute Y position of the target on the screen are unknown.
The absolute Y position of a target item after scroll is normally distributed around the screen center (Figure 10b) . When a target item is within in the top or the bottom viewpoint, i.e., among the first or the last six rows, the absolute Y position tends to be at a specific location (Figure 10a ). For other cases where item positions are more affected by scroll, the target position is indeed skewed towards the center of the screen, which we speculate is easier to reach with the finger (Figure  10b) . A similar distribution was observed by Cao et al.'s for dynamic peephole pointing tasks [14] .
Users seemed faster at the lower part of the screen ( Figure  11b ). When a trial involves scrolling, we found it is generally faster for a user to acquire the target when it ends up at the lower portion of the screen after scroll (Figure 11b ). We speculate that this is because there are more downwards navigation cases than upwards ones and the lower portion of the screen is easier to reach during downwards navigation. There is no clear pattern when the target item is in the first and last 6 rows of the grid (Figure 11a and c) . When there is no scrolling occurred (Green plots), users directly touched the target, which were generally faster than those with scrolling (Blue plots).
Users look in the direction they scroll (Figure 11d ). To further investigate the above observation, we analyzed the eye tracking data. We hypothesize that users are faster at lower areas because they also look at the lower area when scrolling down. As a result, targets in this area are visually acquired faster, hence faster selection. Figure 11d shows the user's average absolute gaze position on the screen while performing scrolling down and up gestures. The data confirms our hypothesis, as the Y coordinate of gaze is clearly at the lower area of the display when scrolling down, and vice versa.
MODELING
Based by the findings from our study, we propose a predictive model of grid performance that integrates the effort for navigation, visual search, and pointing. Our model is a nonlinear function including analytical, probabilistic, and machinelearned components. It has the following input variables:
• len row : the number of rows in the grid.
• len col : the number of columns in the grid.
• view row : the length of the viewport in number of rows.
• pos row : the row position of the target.
• pos col : the column position of the target.
• l: the first letter of the target's name.
• w: the width of an item.
• t: the number of previous encounters with the target.
The overall selection time T i for each item is the sum of navigation T nav , visual search T vs , and pointing time T point :
Navigation
The navigation time results from a probabilistic combination of the top-down (N tdn ) and the bottom-up (N bup ) navigation costs:
where S btm is a probability that the user navigates from bottom.
Navigation Costs
The time for both navigation costs can be modeled with a linear function of the target's row position. The difference is that they use a different intercept term, because the bottom-up navigation involves the effort to reach the end of the grid, i.e., the initial swipe down. The bottom-up navigation also counts the row position from the bottom upwards instead of from the top downwards:
where T row denotes the time required for a each row, and b tdn and b bup are bias terms to be learned from the data. To take into account the effect that users become better at navigating the rows with practice, T row incorporates the learning rate that decreases logarithmically with experience, modeled by the power law of practice, inspired by Bailly et al's model [7] :
where a r , b r , and c r are parameters to be learned.
Regulating Strategies
The strategy switch model has three cases determined by the grid length and viewport size, i.e., the top rows, in-between, and the last rows in the grid:
if pos row > len row − view row S prob otherwise (6) where S prob is a sigmoidal function that outputs a probability between 0 and 1, based on a linear combination of three values: the gridlength, the user experience, and the first letter of the target name:
We normalize len row and l to ±0.5 by considering the range of these values in the dataset: len row = len row /30 − 0.5 (our study dataset has ≤ 30 rows) and l = l/36 − 0.5 (10 digits + 26 letters for names). We used the sigmoid function because it approximates the data distribution well ( Figure 6 ) and offers a suitable numerical range of 0 to 1 for regulating navigation cost. S exp , the expertise of using a strategy, is computed as follows:
which is a sigmoid function based on a linear transformation of the previous encounters t. The sigmoid function maps the count that is an unbounded value to a range between 0 and 1. Sigmoid is appropriate in that expertise will eventually saturate with practice which will approach 1 infinitely. s i and e i are the parameters to be learned from the data. The entire strategy model is equivalent to a standard feed-forward neural network using sigmoid as the activation function, and these parameters can be learned using general stochastic gradient descent (more details in the next section).
Visual Search
Users tend to visually attend to the center area more frequently than border regions, and from there search to the side. Based on this observation, we model visual search as a linear scan from the center of the columns:
where v is the bias term, and T col is the time for the user to visually scan each column. As with experience, users remember the column positions and direct their gaze more efficiently. Thus, it integrates the power law of practice:
T col = a vs exp(−b vs t) + c vs (10) where a vs , b vs , and c vs are parameters to be learned.
Pointing
The absolute position of a target on the screen that is needed for Fitts' law calculation is undetermined due to the scrolling behavior. To address this issue, we use a probabilistic combination of Fitts' Law efforts across all vertical positions. We estimate the target's Y position on the screen using a Gaussian distribution as inspired by the study finding (see Figure 10 ), while X is given by pos col . We discretize the Y position as a fixed number of rows in the viewpoint, view row . We compute the weighted average of the cost for each row, j, to estimate pointing time:
The time of each row in the viewpoint is calculated by a regular Fitts' Law model:
where d is the euclidean distance between a given target position and the viewport center, view ctr . a f ad b f are to be learned. The probability for the target to be on each row j is determined by a probability density of normal distribution to reflect how the Y positions are distributed across the screen. µ and σ are empirically determined.
MODEL EVALUATION
To evaluate our model, we conducted a two-fold crossvalidation based on the observed (study) and the predicted (model) data. In the following, we describe model implementation, parameter estimation, and evaluation results. Overall, we find parameters align with the observed data and the validation shows a high prediction quality.
Model and Training Implementation
To implement the model we use Python based Tensorflow [1] as a status-quo machine learning library that provides an easy and efficient method to estimate parameters for a model that involves multiple components.
Implementation method. We implemented the entire model as a whole, including data handling, parameter learning, and each formula directly implemented as a set of Tensorflow operations in Python. For further details on implementation, we refer to the corresponding API.
Training algorithm. We employ the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) optimizer in TensorFlow for model training and parameter estimation. SGD is a common optimization algorithm for parameter estimation. Specifically, we used tf.train.AdagradOptimizer in the Tensorflow API with learning rate 0.1 and batch size 32 for 100000 iterations, at which learning reached a plateau.
Parameter clipping. We use clipping (tf.clip_by_value) as a method to provide constraints to input parameters. Particularly we enforce certain parameters such as the intercept of navigation (Eq. 3/4) or both parameters of Fitts Law (Eq. 12), to remain positive because they represent added time cost only meaningful when positive.
Split training. Split training has been used to, e.g., to calibrate motor performance independent of other factors [7, 23] .
As initial tests showed our model had a bias toward the topdown navigation strategy as it occurred more frequently in the training data (80%, Fig. 5 ), we employ split training to first train strategy factor S prob (Eq. 7), and then train the entire model with the given parameters. To train strategy, we generated a dataset where each strategy occurs equally (i.e., adding bottom-up data points randomly selected from the existing dataset until reaching equal amount of samples).
Parameter Estimation
For strategy S prob , the learned weights, There is a minor effect on columns due to the rapid visual search: T col = 0.606 exp (−0.805t) + 0.0002, and v = 0.05 for T vs . For Fitts' law, a f = 0.025 and b f = 0.001, indicating this component did not have a significant impact on the time performance either. We speculate our training process was not able to pick up marginal time differences caused by visual search and pointing components, which are far smaller than the cost of the navigation sub task in a grid task.
Model Accuracy
We conducted a 2-fold cross-validation on the study datasest, in which the model is trained with a half of the users (10 users), and tested on the other half. We report on the accuracy of our model in predicting time performance for grid UI as R 2 , which measures the correlation between the observed time performance and predicted one. The average is taken from all samples within one condition. The particular conditions are reported next to the R 2 results. Figure 12 shows comparative results on observed and predicted times.
The model predicted the user's performance across blocks with an accuracy of R 2 = .99 (8 blocks). Figure 12a shows how the power law of practice applies well to our grid interaction. Another main factor, grid length, has also been well modelled at R 2 = .97 (8 block×4 grid), as indicated in Figure 12b .
We also analyzed the model fit for factors column and grid. Column is integrated in the visual search equation, and resulted in an accuracy of R 2 = .86 (5 col×4 grid). As visible in Figure  12c , it is accurately modeled how users are faster in the central column region.
The row defines vertical target position, thus is integral in capturing navigation performance. Our model is able to predict performance variance across rows (12, 18, 24 and 30 rows) with R 2 = .83, and Figure 12d shows fitting results of predicted time across rows. Training of strategy was slightly offset for the transition from top-down to bottom-up strategy; the model predicted users would use the bottom-up approach at earlier letters in the alphabet (Fig. 12g) . One potential reason for this issue is that we did not control factor letter in the study, leading to some letters with higher, and others with lower frequency. Nonetheless for each strategy separated, we can see that our model still approximated the times well ( Fig. 12e-f ).
UTILITY-BASED ADAPTIVE UI
We discuss how the predictive model we developed can be applied in an adaptive user interface, which is aimed to reduce user effort by adapting the interface from predictions of next user actions. For example, in the App Launcher on Google Pixel devices, five suggestions of next apps to use are presented at the top of the screen based on the user's current situation. If a target app is among these predictions, the user can immediately launch it without searching the whole grid.
Probability-Based Optimization
A common way for deciding what items to suggest at a given step, t, is based on the probability distribution over all possible items, P t , which are determined by an event prediction engine that is out of the scope of this paper. The event prediction engine may score each item (representing an action) based on a range of external signals such as time of the day or user location. Note that event prediction is different from time performance prediction that our model is designed for.
A probability-based method selects a given number of items that have the highest probabilities, e.g., 5, and placed them at a convenient location, e.g., the top of the screen (referred as the prediction bar), for easy access by the user. We formulate the time cost for accessing item i at trial t as the following.
where Top5 picks 5 items that have the highest probabilities, and G(i,t, g) is our model that predicts time performance for accessing item i given the trial, t, and with a given grid configuration, g. C represents a constant time for accessing an item in the prediction bar.
Utility-Based Optimization
We hypothesize that by considering the time cost for accessing each item in a predictive grid interface, in addition to the probability of the item, we can better reduce the user effort. We define the utility for suggesting an item as the product of its probability and its cost. We compute the utility for each item in the grid as the following.
G(t, g) computes the cost for each item in the grid based on the time performance model derived in this paper, which results in a vector. represents the pairwise product between the probability distribution and the cost vector. We formulate a utility-based optimization method as the following.
The equation is similar to Eqn 14. except that Top5 selects items based on utilities instead of probabilities.
Simulation Experiments
To validate our hypothesis, we compare the two methods with task sequences generated based on two target distributions, i.e., the uniform and the Zipf [41] , which both have been used in previous work for task distributions [19] . In a Zipf distribution, a small number of items are highly frequently used while the rest in the grid are rarely used. At each trial, we draw a probability distribution over all possible items from a Dirichlet that is seeded with one of these target distributions. We then draw the target for the trial by sampling the probability distribution. This approach has several benefits. First, the probability distribution is valid because the target is drawn from it. Second, the resulted task sequence is mostly consistent with the desired target distribution. Last, Dirichlet can be parametrized to simulate an item predictor with different accuracy, i.e., how often the item that has the largest probability is indeed the target.
We generated time sequences for completing 100 trials based on the 2 target distributions, 4 grid lengths and the two optimization methods. We also deliberately vary the item prediction accuracy from 10% to 70%. This simulation results in 1600 sequences, each with 100 trials. Based on this simulation, we compute the total time needed for completing a sequence Figure 13 . Simulation of utility-versus probability-based optimization for factor grid, distribution, item prediction accuracy. Across factors, the inclusion of utility benefits the performance by reducing task times.
using a given optimization method, grid length, target distribution as well as item prediction accuracy. Figure 13a -c show the results of the simulation.
We found the utility-based optimization outperformed the probability-based method in reducing task completion time (F 1 7 =35, p<.0006; note that the large CI bars do not necessarily indicate statistical non-significance). Across all conditions, the utility method performs faster than the probability based method ( Figure 13 ). When the grid has more items, the advantage of the utility-based method is more pronounced (a), considering that targets that are further down the menu will acquire higher utility to be placed at the prediction bar. We binned item prediction accuracy to three equal bins (low, mid, high accuracy). Here we also find that when the accuracy of item prediction is low, the gain of the utility-based method over the probability one is more pronounced (c).
DISCUSSION & LIMITATIONS
This work investigates interaction behaviors with a scrollable grid UI, a common task that people perform on mobile phones, showing many factors affect this simple interaction task. There are structural factors such as target position, row and column dimensions, and viewport size. There are gestural factors such as gesture amount, timing, speed or duration. Navigational factors play an important role such as strategies influenced by the target's name, selection with or without scrolling, and rapid flick-based versus continuous scrolling gestures. Our investigation covered a good range of these factors that exist in this common interaction behavior. More research is needed for investigating the rich space of mobile interaction.
One novelty of our model is the probabilistic estimation of navigation strategy to capture the switching between top-down and bottom-up navigation. Prior models such as SDP have been extended with scrolling navigation [17] , however do not explicitly cover the mobile space or navigation strategies. It is an open question whether the complexity of menus or grids can be effectively modeled using a single approach, or whether each instance of these UIs in its own task environment needs to be modeled specially. Our work shows that there are many peculiarities to be considered for a rather basic selection task.
A limitation of our approach is that our model is informed by a controlled study. In a realistic application, Zipf [41] is a more appropriate distribution for menu or grid selection tasks. In addition, our study tasks are limited to interaction in a short period and with the goal to be as fast and accurate as possible. Ideally, the model should consider interaction over an extended period of time as well as other user preferences such as comfort. It is important to study how the user performance evolves in a realistic setting and how a performance model should be reformulated to account for the differences.
Another limitation lies in the model training and evaluation. While our model provides good accuracy in modeling human performance in grid interaction, we cannot sufficiently interpret each learned parameter value and validate these values by corresponding them to specific human cognitive and motor control behaviors. There are two aspects of the problem. One is that we need to better regulate the parameter estimation during the learning process such that the learned parameters are more sound based on existing theories. The other aspect is to better segment and label each task component to enable better guidance and validation for parameter estimation. However, this is challenging due to the interplay among components, which deserves further investigation.
In future we intend to model other grid UIs such as horizontal grids, which might involve different navigation and visual search patterns. Scrolling that allows 2 DOF such as panning a map may be modeled by integrating both the horizontal and the vertical navigation. In contrast to scrolling, discrete swipe is often used in horizontal grids to flip through pages, which can be modeled by adding a single swipe constant between grid pages. Integration of performance components such as user error, e.g., when selecting a wrong item resulting in additional correction time [8] , would further complete the model.
We have theoretically discussed the novel idea of extending predictive user interfaces by considering the utility of each item, i.e. not only how likely an item is the target but also how costly (time) it is for the user to select the item. This improves interaction efficiency by integrating cost (as predicted by our model) into prediction of next user actions, which we will further explore in the future.
CONCLUSION
We present an investigation into scrollable two dimensional grid UIs on touchscreen mobile devices. The study contributed a set of useful findings for understanding user behaviors on using a mobile grid UI. Based on these findings, we devised a novel predictive model for performance time where many unique characteristics of grid UIs converge into one formulation. We also discussed how such a predictive model can be used for utility-based optimization of user interfaces. The work contributes to HCI research of user performance modeling, taking steps toward modeling the complex behaviors inherent in mobile user interaction.
